
THE MAGIC IS BACK ON SUNDAYS 
 

AFTER CASSIE REACHES A DECISION ABOUT HER FUTURE 
MIDDLETON NEEDS A TOUCH OF HER MAGIC WHEN 

THE LIGHTS FESTIVAL THREATENS TO GO DARK IN THE 
‘GOOD WITCH’ SEASON TWO FINALE 

SUNDAY, JUNE 19 (9 pm ET/PT, 8C) ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 
 

 
 

STUDIO CITY, CA – June 6, 2016 – In “A Perfect Match, Part 2” premiering 
Sunday, June 12, 9 pm ET/PT, 8C, the spellbinding “Good Witch” season two finale finds 
Cassie (Catherine Bell) unable to predict the drama brewing after Grace (Bailee Madison) 
catches her kissing Sam (James Denton).  But before the Good Witch can confess the truth 
about her budding romance with the handsome doctor, she faces an unexpected standoff 
between Nick (Rhys Matthew Bond) and Grace, leaving Cassie conflicted about starting a new 
relationship.  At the Bistro, Stephanie (Kylee Evans) grows unsettled about Ben’s (Jefferson 
Brown) past when an ex-girlfriend contacts him but it will only take a bit of magic for Ben prove 
his commitment as they work together to pull off a catering feat.  Meanwhile, Martha (Catherine 
Disher) is panicked when Abigail (Sarah Power) has abandoned her post as Middleton’s Lights 
Festival organizer.  But just as the festival threatens to go dark, Abigail proves she has some of 
her own magic in mind to put the planning in the right hands and make the event better – and 
brighter – than ever before.  As Cassie finally gives John (Dan Payne) her decision about joining 
the Maldives dig, Sam hopes to convince the enchantress to join him at the festival – as his 
date.  But even as Cassie leaves her magical mark on all of Middleton, an uneasy feeling about 
Sam will leave her worried that her special intuition is pointing to trouble before her promising 
new future has even begun. 
 
 

(more) 
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Also starring: Noah Cappe (“Police Chief Derek”), Petery MacNeill (“George”), Dan 
Jeannotte (“Brandon”), Rebecca Dalton (“Tara”), Kate Corbett (“Eve”), Samantha Gracie 
(“Katie”) and David Ingram (“Charles”). 

“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films Production. Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Frank 
Siracusa, Craig Pryce and Sue Tenney are the executive producers. Catherine Bell is co-
executive producer.  Andrea Raffaghello is producer.  ITV Studios America controls distribution 
rights in the world for “Good Witch” outside of North America.  
 
Hallmark Channel on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube 
 
TWITTER: #GoodWitch, @HallmarkChannel, @reallycb, @BaileeMadison, @RhysMatthewBond, 
@d_j_not, @noahcappe, @sarahspower, @beckydalts, @katepenney, @actorDanPayne 
 
CONTACT: Maria Fischer, 818-755-2686 mariafischer@crownmedia.com  
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